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Manual Journals are needed to record transactions that aren’t automatically posted by the 
system. An example of this may be the depreciation of a fixed asset, entering wages figures 
or to transfer a value from one nominal code to another. 

From time to time a Journal may require reversing. This may be because of a mistake due to 
human error or maybe a manual accrual transaction that requires reversing back out. 

In Interprise it is possible to reverse manual Journals easily with a button, providing the 
Journal has been created manually and not as part of a transaction. 
 
If the Journal has come from a transaction i.e. an Invoice or a Stock Adjustment. This will 
require reversing via the relevant transaction method such as a Credit Note, or a new Stock 
Adjustment. This is because of the other postings on the Journal as well as correcting the 
stock for example or the Customers/Suppliers account. 

To create a reversal for a manual Journal, go to 600 Accounting  Journal  622 Find 
Journal (1) as shown below. 
 

 

Once in this screen search for the Journal number or reference that requires reversing (2), 
then open the relevant Journal up. 
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Once this Journal is opened up, note the “Save, Change Date and Create Reversal” button 
(3).  
 

 

Pressing this button will present the below box, asking “Would you like to reverse this 
journal entry?” Click yes to continue with the reversal. 
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A new Journal box will then be presented looking very similar to the original Journal. 

The new Journal has now transposed the Debit and Credit (5) figures from what were on 
the original Journal, effectively reversing the original Journal. 
 
The Journal number displays a “To be generated” (6) status, until the save button is clicked. 
This means it is still possible to click the “Undo” button (7), should the “Save, Change Date 
and Create Reversal” button have been pressed by mistake on the previous screen, undoing 
any changes made on the new journal. 

Click the Save, or Save and Close button (8) when finished to save the new Journal. 

 
 
NB - The new Journal screen will always be populated with today’s date (3). The Fiscal 
Period (4) will follow suit and change based on the Journal date (3). If the Journal Date (3) 
is changed first, the Fiscal Period (4) will also change to reflect this date, only providing that 
this period is the current period, or an open period forward of the current period. When the 
period is closed, for example May is a closed period, and the Journal Date (3) is changed to 
May. The Fiscal Period (4) can only post up to the current period, so would display a Fiscal 
Period (4) of June. 

If required, it is possible to record a posting into a closed period. It just depends on the 
scenario. This is achieved either via a “Closed Period Journal” or a “Prior Year Adjustment”. 
Please refer to the knowledgebase articles on how to do a “Closed Period Journal” or a 
“Prior Year Adjustment” if required. 


